Rules of the Game – Prize Game participation terms and conditions
By participating in the prize game, the participant accepts the following rules and regulations.
1. / Description of the prize game.
Name of the prize game: Financial guide quiz (hereinafter referred to as: prize game).
Description: Any natural person who reads the financial guide, which can be found on
www.muisz.hu/penzinfo, and fills out the related quiz correctly is eligible to participate in the prize
game, in which the Organizer chooses from a random draw of entries two winners for free
accommodation for a weekend (Saturday-Sunday) chosen by the winner, in the picturesque STÉG24
(www.steg24.hu) resort, where the winners can take their whole class (a maximum of 24 persons).
2. / Organizer of the prize game
The organizer of the prize game is MŰISZ Szolgáltató Iskolaszövetkezet (head office: 1137
Budapest, Szent István boulevard, 24. ground floor 16., Hungary, company registration number: 0102-053680, tax number: 12142480-2-41) (hereinafter referred to as: Organizer).
For the duration of the prize game, for the Organizer’s webpage the IT background is
provided by Rendszerinformatika Zrt. (head office: 1134 Budapest, Váci road 19. Panoráma offices
4th floor, company registration number: 01-10-046912, tax number: HU23095942) (hereinafter
referred to as: Commissioned).
3./ Participation in prize game, participation terms and conditions
The prize game is open to full-time students, aged 16-25, of secondary schools, high schools,
vocational schools and grammar schools.
To enter the prize game, you must sign up for the newsletter of the Organizer, and submit
your personal information as specified in Article 4.
Managers of the Organizer and Commissioned and their close relatives (Ptk. 8:1 § (1)) may
not take part in the prize game. In addition, any person who is closely connected with the prize game
and their close relatives may also not take part in the prize game.
Anybody disqualified from participating in accordance to Article 5. may also not take part in
the prize game.
4./ Registration, game duration
You can sign up for the prize game on the Organizer’s webpage on http://muisz.hu/penzinfo
following the completion of the quiz.
Personal information requested by Organizer during registration:
- name
- phone number
- e-mail address
- study data
The prize game is open from 2017.09.01 until 2018.03.31, during which you can read the financial
guide and submit the quiz.

The quiz only counts as received if it arrives during the above-mentioned time into the IT system of
the Organizer. The recording time uses the internal clock of the Organizer’s server.
Participation in the prize game is only possible via the given webpage.
5./ Exclusion from prize game
The Organizer reserves the right to disqualify any person from the prize game if they infringe the
rules and regulations, and hold them responsible for any damages caused.
6./ The prize
The prize is a 2-day, 1-night, weekend class excursion for a maximum of 24 people to STÉG24 youth
camp. (www.steg24.hu)
7./ Draw, awarding of prize
The winner will be chosen by draw on 10 April 2018 at 15:00 o’clock. The draw will be broadcast live
on Facebook and YouTube.
The drawing process: The name and e-mail address of the registrants will be printed on slips of paper
which will be placed in a big hat. The two winners will be picked at random out of the hat.
8./ Exclusion of liability
The Organizer accepts no responsibility for any damage, loss, liabilities or injury incurred or suffered
by you as a result of entering the prize game unless imputable to the Organizer.
9./ Other provisions
- The personal information of the participants in the prize game will be taken care of as described in
the privacy policy of www.muisz.hu.
- The prize is non-exchangeable and non-transferable.
- Any taxes resulting from the prize game will be met by the Organizer.
- The Organizer accepts no responsibility for any costs associated with the acceptance of the prize.
- The Organizer does not provide warranty for the prize, that is the responsibility of the Provider.
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